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Southern Railway – Crime matter with photos of RTT criminals engaged in theft of 
cardamom & readymade goods from SLRs of  running trains - for inclusion in PDF 

file of IG/C&I/RB/NDLS 
 
 
Matter:  
 

BUSTING OF RTT GANG OF MUGHALSARAI ORIGIN BY RPF/MADURAI 
DIVISION/SOUTHERN RAILWAY, COMMITTING THEFT OF CARDAMOM, READYMADE 

GOODS, ETC., FROM SLRS OF RUNNING TRAINS. 
 

 

On 14.04.2011, 5 members of an organized criminal gang of Mughalsarai 
origin, committing theft of high value consignment like cardamom and readymade 
goods from running trains over Indian Railways was arrested by RPF/Madurai 
Division at Dindigul Railway station and 50 Kgs. of cardamom, valued 
Rs.55,000/- was also recovered from them.  They confessed of having committed 
theft of the said cardamom from the SLR of T.No.56826 Pass. (Ex.Tirunelveli – 
Erode) in Madurai – Dindigul section Madurai Division.  In this connection, a case 
in   Dindigul RPF Post Cr.No.01/2011, u/s 3 (a) of RP(UP)  Act, 1966 was 
registered.  Interrogation of the arrested criminals revealed involvement of 4 
other criminals in this case, as the criminal operation has Inter Railway 
ramification, a joint team consisting of IPF/CIB/MDU, IPF/Chittor (S.C. Rly.) and 
IPF/CIB/Allahabad (N.C.Rly.) was formed to arrest the remaining 4 criminals of 
Mughalsarai besides all concerned were informed about the criminal operation 
for necessary action to unearth the criminal operation and arrest of all accused 
involved in this crime. On 02.05.11, the joint team arrested two criminals at 
Mughalsarai with the recovery of 200 Kgs. of cardamom, valued Rs.2,20,000/-. 
Total value of property involved in this case is Rs.2,75,000/- and total accused is 
9. The case was tried in the Hon’ble JM/I/Dindigul vide CC No.285/11. Out of 9 
accused, 7 (A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5, A-6 & A-9) were convicted and 
sentenced to undergo 6 months RI each duly setting off the remand period 
u/s 428 Cr.P.C. Of the remaining 2 accused, one (A-8) is under judicial 
custody in Central Prison/Madurai and another (A-7) is under judicial 
custody at District Jail/Varanasi in IRP/Mughalsarai case Cr.No.697/11 & 
698/11 for him a PT warrant has been applied before the Hon’ble 
JM/I/Dindigul. Case has been splited vide CC No.304/11 for the remaining 
said two accused. 
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DETAILS OF THE ACCUSED CONCERNED IN DG RP(UP) CRIME .NO.01/2011 WITH 

PHOTOS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(A1) Ashok Chauhan,  M/30 S/o Ammar 

Chauhan, Kali Mahal, Mughalsarai 
Post, Chathur  Bhojpur Village, Jilla 
Chandauli   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(A2)   Ali Jon Mohammed Khan,  aged 25 
years, S/o Ali Hussain, Muslim Mahal, 
Mansoor Slam Road, Mughalsarai,  Jilla 
Chandauli,  Nearest P.S. – Khula Bazar. 
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(A3)  Nizam,  aged M/25, S/o Mirajudin, 
Sathpokri Dolaipur, Post 
Mughalsarai, Jilla Chandauoli, Uttar 
Pradesh 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(A4)  Khaleem,  M/22, S/o Nuren, 
Sathpokri Village, Main Plot, Post 
Mughalsarai, Jilla Chandauli. 
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(A5)  Feroz @ Rajesh, aged M/20.  S/o 

Nizam, Muslim Mahal, Manzoor 
Salam Road, Post Mughalsarai, Jilla 
Chandauli, Kula Bazar Police 
Station. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(A6)  Naushad Khan @ Naushad,  aged 
about 45years is a leader of the gang.  He 
is a resident of Muslim Mahal, Post 
Mughalsarai , Jilla Chandauoli,  Uttar 
Pradesh. 
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(A7) Pappoo, aged about M/32 is brother of Naushad Khan. - Photo Not Available  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(A8)  Mohammed Alam @ Pittoo,  
M/30,  residing at Mughalsarai Post, 
Main Bazar, Kasaw Mahal,  Post 
Mughalsarai, near Masjid,  Jilla 
Chandauli,  Uttar Pradesh. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(A9) Sheru @ Mohd. Alam, M/28, S/o Late 

Mashood Alam.  He is prominently 
addressed as Sheru and known as Sheru 
by other members.  A resident of Kasaw 
Mohalla, Mughalsarai Post Dist. 
Chandauoli.     

 
 
 

 
 

 
************ 
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INTERROGATION REPORT PERTAINING TO A-1 Mohamed Ahsham Alam @ Raju 
(GRP/Podanur Crime No.929/2011) 

 
1. RPF/post     : Erode  
 
2. Division     : Salem  
 
3. Name of arrested person   :        

A. With alias, if any  : Mohamed Ahsham Alam @ Raju aged-26 
B. Father’s name   : Mohamed Alam. 
C. Address. 
1. Present   : Sakila, Door No.M-1071-2908 

   Kayathiri nagar IInd Street, Tiruppur. 
 2. Permanent    :  Anarkali (Village), Mohodaya Hut (PO) 
         Kochadaman (PS) Kishan gunch Dt. Bihar. 
 
4. Date, time and place of arrest : 16.09.2011 at about 11.30hrs. in front of  
           Passenger Reservation centre, Tiruppur  

   Railway station 
 
5. Case particulars in which arrested : GRP/PTJ Crime No.929/2011 U/s 379 IPC. 

 

6.  Name and Rank of interrogating : Sri. Anil.J. Inspector/RPF/Erode. 
 Officer.  

 
7. A. Description Roll of the person  :  Age   : 26, 
      Under interrogation   Height  : 165 Cm. 
      Weight  :  63Kgs. 
        Complexion : Whitish white 
                                                          Face  :Round 
      Hair  : Black . 
      Beard  : NIL 
                                                            Moustache : newly grown and very light. 
       Nose  : Normal. 
      Built  : stout. 
         

Marks of identification. 
1.  A black mole on right side shoulder. 
2. A wounded scar on left eye brow 

        Dress: Tea shirts and pant. 
        Wears Spectacles or not: NIL. 
          Education qualification: 7th standard. 
 
B. Whether married/unmarried    : Married.  About 3 months back 
     Details of family members        Wife name : Kavitha,    No children 
      Father Name : Mohamed Alam – Former 
      Mother Name : Rushna begam - House wife 
      Brother Name : Fakir Anwar – Tailor. 
                                                       Sister Name : Sabli – unmarried. 
           
8. Any particulars habit.  : Smoking- Mangalore Ganesh Beedi. 
                No drinks. 
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A, Any particulars slang used   : He speaks plain Hindi and knows Tamil  
 During conversation.                       language and speaks in Tamil also. 

B.  Language spoken by the   :  Hindi and Tamil and his mother tongue is  
     Criminal receiver and his      Hindi. 
     Mother tongue. 
 
9. A. Past history of the arrested : He studied upto 7th standard at Ideal public  

Person.   school Kamalpur, he basically a Tailor and  
came to Tiruppur during the year 2005 before  
that two  years, he worked at Reecha Textiles  
and   Garments Exports at phase II, Noida Delhi 

 
B. Details of his previous    : NIL. 
     convictions with police 
     station where case was Regn. 
 
C.Cases in which he was    : NIL. 
    acquitted or no action was  
    taken. 
 
10. A. Manner in which he entered : He used to reserve berths by purchasing   
      in to train.                                    Thakkal tickets two days before the journey  
         at PRS/Centre Tiruppur. 
 
11. A. Manner in which the crime was: He used to mix powdered sedative tables in to  

committed.        floured milk, packed in tin can and serving the  
                                                        same to co-passengers and committing theft of  
                                                        passenger belongings while the co-passengers  
                                                        wherein unconscious conditions. 
 
B. Why did he chose to commit   : By easily mingling with passengers he can  
    Crime on the Railway system       easily  share food/drinks items mixed with  
         sedative  tablets. 
 
C. Special implements used    : Sedative tablets. 
    committing thefts. 
 
12. Name and details of associates : 1) Mokamed Salmon aged 25  
            S/O Mujeep Rahman 
            Pippala village, Alattahar (PO)  
            Kochadaman (PS), Kishan gunj Dt. BIHAR. 
                                                                        

    2) Mohamed Aslam aged 24,S/o Asee Mudin,                     
                                                                              TIgaria VILLAGE, Kanhaeeya Barihar  

       Kochadaman (PS). Kishan gunj Dt. Bihar 
 

    3)  Mohamed tanvir Dakki, aged 32 Yrs. 
      S/O Salor Ala, 
      Palasbari (village), Piyagi (PO) 
      Arota  (PS), Perunia Dt. Bihar. 

 
13. A. Area of operation.  : Between Coimbatore and Hyderabad 
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B. Area/Address of frequent   : Tiruppur Bus stand and railway station. 
    visiting places (next of kin, 
    place of gambling drinks etc) 
 
14. Transport used in carrying  : Train, Bus and Auto 
 
15. Person to whom stolen property : One Jewelery shop near Jolarpettai 

was disposed off. 
 
16. Whether working for his self gain : Working for self gain. 

or criminals under the command 
of other gang lender or antisocial 
Elements. 

 
17. His own portion of the   : Booty amount will be distributed equally 

distribution of the booty.                  between the four persons.  He got Rs.5000 
          for first operation and Rs.7000 for second   
                                                               operation.    
 
18. A Whether any RPF/Railway  : NIL. 
     Employee is conniving  aiding 
     or abetting in such crime. 
 
B. Name of the staff who    :Sri.Promod Kumar , Sub-Inspector/RPF/ 
     Recongise him.                                Tiruppur. 
 
19. Place of recovery and the   :  PRS Centre/Tiruppur, he used to reserve  
connection of the person with               tickets from the above PRS centre. 
 the place. 

 
QUESTIONS BY THE INTEROGATING OFFICER: 
 
Q.No.1: When you reach Tiruppur and where you are working, your family details? 
 
Ans:  I came to Tiruppur during the year 2005 and is  working as Tailor  at PGC textile 

company.  Three months before I married a Tamil lady and now staying at rented 
house at Kayathiri Nagar 2nd street, Tiruppur. 

 
Q.No.2: How you came to know about this modus operantee of mixing sedative 
tablets into food items/drinks ? 
 
Ans:   Before my arrival at Tiruppur I was working as tailor at Reecha textile and Garments 

Exports Phase-II Noida Delhi for two years.  During my days at the above company I 
got acquainted with one person by name A.Tahsan, who is also working at above 
company and hailing from my district Kishan Gunj, Bihar.   He only told me about 
mixing sedative tablets into drinks and giving the same to passengers while travelling 
in train, he had given me about 50 tablets in a container and I don’t know about the 
name of   tablets.  He also  told me befriend with co-passengers and to mix tablet 
powders with food items and commit theft while victims will be unconscious. 

 
Q.No.3:  When Tahsan given the tablets to you? 
 
Ans:  He had given the tablets about 2 1/2 years back. 
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Q.No.4. When you committed first theft by using sedative tablets? 
 
Ans:  For the past 6 motnhs there was no job at PGC company and I contacted by friends 

Md.Salman, Md.Asla and Tanvir takky all are residence of Kishan gunj, Bihar and 
now working at Tiruppur.  We as per my plan, Aslam and Tanvir on 15.08.2011 came 
to Tiruppur station and booked two Thakkal tickets for Sabari Express of 27.08.2011 
from SC-ED ( for Salman and Tanwar takky) and SC-CBE ( for myself and Aslam) I 
filled the application for reservation in my hand writing and put my signature.   On the 
same day itself we went to Hlyderabad by Sabari Express by travelling in general 
compartment.     On 27.08.2011 we boarded the Sabari Express in S-5 coach from 
Secundrabad  at that time two Malayalee boys and one lady were available the 
coupe and our berths were 5 &6.  We Acquitted with  Keralaies and shared food with 
them after the departure of train from Nellur.  At about 22.00hrs. we went to pantry 
car and purchased 7 Nos. of Banana floured tin bottled  milk from pantry car and I 
mixed powdered sedative tablets in the three bottles and had given the milk two 
malayales and the Tamil girl.    But the girl refused to drink.  After some time 
Malayalies were unconscious and after two hours we noticed girl sleeping and 
Keralaies unconscious condition.  We collected the luggages of the boys and girl and 
got down at Katpadi.  From Katpadi we returned to Tiruppur by another train and 
thrown away the bags while the train was moving.  We got about Rs.20,000/- and 
shared Rs.5000/- each. 

 
Q.No.5: When you committed second theft by using sedative tablets? 
 
Ans:    On 05.09.2011 Aslam came to Tiruppur station and booked Thakkal ticket journey 

from SC-ED for Sabari Express of 07.09.2011.  Myself had filled t he reservation 
application form in my hand writing and put my signature.  Myself  Salman and Aslam 
went to Hyderabad  by Sabari Express of 05.09.2001 travelling in general 
compartment and reached SC on 06.09.2011 and halt at a hotel.  On 07.09.2011 we 
boarded Sabaari express from Secundrabad in S-8 coach and we were having berth 
No.33, 34 & 36.  One person suresh kumar who was travelling in berth No.40 we got 
acquitted to him and the other persons travelling were Sabaraimala pilgrims.  After 
the departure of train from Nelloore at about 22.30hrs. we purchased four milk in 
bottles from pantry and I mixed tablets powder in to one bottle while coming to 
compartment.  That bottle has given to Sureshkumar.  After two hours I checked 
Suresskumar and found him unconscious.  We committed to theft of luggages ie. two 
bags of Sureshkuma and his three gold rings.  We got down at Jolarpettai and sold 
two gold rings for Rs.23000/- we shared  Rs.7000/- each. 

 
Q.No.6: You told that you got 50 sedative tablets  from Tahsan two and half years 
back.  Why you waited for this much time to commit theft by using the above modus 
operentee? 
 
Ans:  I was working at PGC company and was having enough money but for the past 6 

months there was no job at PGC company and hence I was not having enough 
money.  Moreover three months back I married a Tamil girl and my family expenses 
had risen.   Therefore one month back I started thinking of using this sedative tablets. 

 
Q.No.7: When you lost conducted A.Tahsan and tell me his whereabouts? 
 
Ans:   For the post two and half years I am not having any connection with A.Tahsan and I 

have no details about his whereabouts.  Previously he was working as Tailor at 
Reecha textiles and Garments Exports at Phase-II Noida Delhi along with me. 
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Q.No.8: Today on what purpose you came to Tiruppur station? 
 
Ans:   Yesterday  myself  Aslam, Salman and Tanvir met and decided to commit theft by 

using the above modus operantee while coming from Hyderabad.  Accordingly  
myself along with Salman, Aslam went to Tiruppur station at about 20.00hrs. on 
15.09.2 011.  I filled the four reservation application form and entrusted Salman and 
aslam to purchase ticket.  On 16.09.2011 they had already purchased Thakkal ticket 
from Hyderabad for T.No.17230 Sabari Express of 18.09.2011 and while we were 
standing in a queue for purchasing other  tickets you apprehended us. 

 
Q.No.9; Before 27.08.2011 whether you have committed any offences are involved in 
any other cases? 
 
Ans:   No that was the first time I was committing such type of offence and  I have no other 

cases against me. 
 
Q.No.10: Any other useful information receiver from the accused.? 
 
Ans:  NIL. 

 
 
 
       INSPECTOR/RPF/ERODE. 
       INTEROGATING OFFICER. 
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INTERROGATION REPORT PERTAINING TO A-2 MOHAMED SALMAN  
(GRP/Podanur Cr.No.929/2011) 

 
1.  RPF/post     : Erode  
 
 2. Division     : Salem  
 
 3.   Name of arrested person   :        

A. With alias, if any : Mohamed Salman aged-25 
B. Father’s name  : Mujib Raguman  
C. Address. 
 
1. Present  : No 58, Golden Nagar , Palagar , Surya colony  
        near  Masjeed, Kongu main road, Tirrupur 
 
2. Permanent   :  Pippila  Village, Alattahar (PO) , Kochadaman    
                                                 police station , Kishangunga (dt), Bihar  
 

4. Date, time and place of arrest        : 16.09.2011 at about 11.30hrs. in front of  
      Passenger Reservation centre, Tiruppur  
      Railway station 

 

5. Case particulars in which arrested : GRP/PTJ Crime No.929/2011 U/s 379 IPC. 

6. Name and Rank of interrogating : Sri. Anil.J. Inspector/RPF/Erode. 
   Officer.  
 
7. A. Description Roll of the person  :  Age   : 25, 
     Under interrogation     Height : 170 Cm. 
        Weight :  54 Kgs. 
        Complexion : Fair  
                                                              Face  : Long 
        Hair  : Black . 
        Beard : NIL 
                                                              Moustache : Normal. 
        Nose  : Normal. 
        Built  : medium  
         

Marks of identification. 
1.  A black mole on right chest. 
2. A black mole on the left side of the back shoulder. 

       
  Dress  : Tea shirts and pant. 
  Wears Spectacles or not: NIL. 
  Education qualification: Nil . 

 
B. Whether married/unmarried  :  Un married 
     Details of family members              Father Name : Mujib Raguman 
       Mother Name  :  
       Brother Name :01. 
                                                              Sister Name  : Sabli  
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8. Any particulars habit.  : Nil . 
9. A, Any particulars slang used : He speaks plain Hindi  
             During conversation.                    . 
 
B. Language spoken by the   :  His mother tongue is Hindi. 
    Criminal receiver and his 
    Mother tongue. 
 
10. A. Past history of the arrested  : He has no educational qualification  
            Person.      he basically a Tailor and came to                        
                                                             Tiruppur 02 years back  
 
B. Details of his previous   : NIL. 
     convictions with police 
     station where case was Regn. 
 
C. Cases in which he was   : NIL. 
    acquitted or no action was  
    taken. 
 
11. A. Manner in which he entered : He used to reserve berths by purchasing  Thakkal           
      in to train.                                        tickets two days before the journey at PRS/Centre 
        Tiruppur. 
 
12. A. Manner in which the crime was: He used to mix powdered sedative tables in to         
    committed.          floured milk, packed in tin can and serving the  
                                                             same to co-passengers and committing theft of  
                                                              passenger belongings while the co-passengers  
                                                              wherein unconscious conditions. 
 
B. Why did he chose to commit  : By easily mingling with passengers he can easily   
    Crime on the Railway system       share food/drinks items mixed with sedative   
                                                              tablets. 
 
    C.Special implements used  : Sedative tablets. 
    committing thefts. 
 
13. Name and details of associates : 1.Mohamed Ahasham Alam @ Raju age 26  
          Anarkali (Village), Mohodaya Hut (PO) 
        Kochadaman (PS) Kishan gunch Dt. Bihar. 

 
2 .Mohamed Aslam aged 24,S/O Asee Mudin, 
    TIgaria VILLAGE, Kanhaeeya Barihar  
    Kochadaman (PS). Kishan gunj Dt. Bihar 

                                                           
 3. Mohamed tanvir Dakki, aged 32 Yrs. 
    S/O Salor Ala, 
    Palasbari (village), Piyagi (PO) 
    Arota  (PS), Perunia Dt. Bihar. 

 
14 A. Area of operation.   : Between Coimbatore and Hyderabad 

 
B. Area/Address of frequent  : Tiruppur Bus stand and railway station. 
    visiting places (next of kin, 
    place of gambling drinks etc) 
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15. Transport used in carrying : Train, Bus and Auto 
 
16. Person to whom stolen property : One Jewelery shop near Jolarpettai 
       was disposed off. 
 
17 Whether working for his self gain : Working for self gain. 
or criminals under the command 
of other gang lender or antisocial 
Elements. 
 
18. His own portion of the   : Booty amount will be distributed equally 
      distribution of the booty.             between the four persons.  He got Rs.5000 
       for first operation and Rs.7000 for second   
                                                              operation.    
 
19. A Whether any RPF/Railway : NIL. 
        Employee is conniving  aiding 
        or abetting in such crime. 
       B. Name of the staff who  :Sri.Promod Kumar , Sub-Inspector/RPF/ 
       Recognize him.                          Tiruppur. 
 
20. Place of recovery and the       :  PRS Centre/Tiruppur, he used to reserve tickets 
       connection of the person with        from the above PRS centre. 
       the place. 
 
QUESTIONS BY THE INTEROGATING OFFICER: 
 
Q.No.1: When you reach Tiruppur and where you are working, your family details? 
 
Ans:  I came to Tiruppur during the year 2009  and is  working as Tailor  at Tip top export 

company  near old bus stand and kalian manadapam, Tiruppur. .   
 
Q.No.2: How you came to know about this modus operandi of mixing sedative tablets 
into food items/drinks? 
 
Ans:   I came to know about this modus operandi from Md.Ahsha Alam @ Raju, who is my 

friend. 
 
Q.No.3. When you committed first theft by using sedative tablets? 
 
Ans:  One month back Ahsha @ Raju who conducted myself, Md. Aslam and Tanvir takky 

all resident of Kishan gunj area of Bihar and now working at Tiruppur.    As per the 
plan of Ahsha Aslam and Tanvir on 15.08.2011 came to Tiruppur station and booked 
two Thakkal tickets for Sabari Express of 27.08.2011 from SC-ED ( for myself and 
and Tanwar takky) and SC-CBE ( for Ahsha and Aslam) Ahsha filled the application 
for reservation in his hand writing and put his signature.   On the same day itself we 
went to Hlyderabad by Sabari Express by travelling in general compartment.     On 
27.08.2011 we boarded the Sabari Express in S-5 coach from Secundrabad  at that 
time two Malayalee boys and one lady were available the coupe and our berths were 
5 &6.  We Acquitted with  Keralaies and shared food with them after the departure of 
train from Nellur.  At about 22.00hrs. we went to pantry car and purchased 7 Nos. of 
Banana floured tin bottled  milk from pantry car and Ahsha mixed powdered sedative 
tablets in the three bottles and had given the milk two malayales and the Tamil girl.    
But the girl refused to drink.  After some time Malayalies were unconscious and after 
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two hours we noticed girl sleeping and Keralaies unconscious condition.  We 
collected the luggages of the boys and girl and got down at Katpadi.  From Katpadi 
we returned to Tiruppur by another train and thrown away the bags while the train 
was moving.  We got about Rs.20,000/- and shared Rs.5000/- each. 

 
Q.No.4: When you committed second theft by using sedative tablets? 
 
Ans:    On 05.09.2011 Aslam came to Tiruppur station and booked Thakkal ticket journey 

from SC-ED for Sabari Express of 07.09.2011.  Ahsha had filled the reservation 
application form in his hand writing and put his signature.  Myself  Ahsha and Aslam 
went to Hyderabad  by Sabari Express of 05.09.2001 travelling in general 
compartment and reached SC on 06.09.2011 and halt at a hotel.  On 07.09.2011 we 
boarded Sabaari express from Secundrabad in S-8 coach and we were having berth 
No.33, 34 & 36.  One person Suresh kumar who was travelling in berth No.40 we got 
acquitted to him and the other persons travelling were Sabaraimala pilgrims.  After 
the departure of train from Nelloore at about 22.30hrs. we purchased four milk in 
bottles from pantry and Ahsha mixed tablets powder in to one bottle while coming to 
compartment.  That bottle has given to Sureshkumar.  After two hours Ahsha 
checked Suresh kumar and found him unconscious.  We committed to theft of 
luggages ie. two bags of Sureshkumar  and his three gold rings.  We got down at 
Jolarpettai and sold two gold rings for Rs.23000/- we shared  Rs.7000/- each. 

 
Q.No.5: Today on what purpose you came to Tiruppur station? 
 
Ans:   Yesterday  myself  Aslam, Ahsha and Tanvir met and decided to commit theft by 

using the above modus operandi while coming from Hyderabad.  Accordingly myself 
along with Ahsha, Aslam went to Tiruppur station at about 20.00hrs. on 15.09.2 011.   
Ahsha filled the four reservation application form and entrusted to me  and aslam to 
purchase ticket.  On 16.09.2011 we had already purchased Thakkal ticket from 
Hyderabad for T.No.17230 Sabari Express of 18.09.2011 and while we were 
standing in a queue for purchasing other  tickets you apprehended us. 

 
Q.No.6: Why you joined Ahsha and others to commit such offence? 
 
Ans:   My salary is very meager and I want to earn more money. 
 
Q.No.7: Before 27.08.2011 whether you have committed any offences are involved in 
any other cases? 
 
Ans:   No that was the first time I was committing such type of offence and  I have no other 

cases against me. 
 
Q.No.8:: Any other useful information receiver from the accused.? 
 
Ans:  NIL. 

 
 
 

INSPECTOR/RPF/ERODE. 
INTEROGATING OFFICER. 
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INTERROGATION REPORT PERTAINING TO A-2 MOHAMED ASLAM 

(GRP/Podanur Cr.No.929/2011) 
 
 

1.  RPF/post      : Erode  
 
 2. Division      : Salem  
 
 3.   Name of arrested person    :        

a. With alias, if any  : Mohamed Aslam aged-24 
b. Father’s name   : Azimudeen.  
c. Address. 

1. Present   : Kongum palayam, Palladam road,    
                                            Near Petrol pump, Tirrupur 
 

               2, Permanent   :  Tigeria (Village) Kankeeya barihar 
                     Kochadaman (PO)  Kishan gunj,(Dt) Bihar.   
 
4. Date, time and place of arrest            : 16.09.2011 at about 11.30hrs. in front of  

    Passenger Reservation centre, Tiruppur  
    Railway statio 

 
5.Case particulars in which arrested  : GRP/PTJ Crime No.929/2011 U/s 379 IPC. 
 
6. Name and Rank of interrogating   
    Officer.      : Sri. Anil.J. Inspector/RPF/Erode. 
 
7. A. Description Roll of the person   
                 under interrogation  :  Age   : 24, 

     
  Height : 170 Cm. 

       Weight :  59 Kgs. 
       Complexion: Whitest white  
                                                         Face  : Long 
       Hair  : Black . 
       Beard  : NIL 
                                                         Moustache : Nil. 
        Nose  : Normal. 
        Built  : lean  
 
        Marks of identification. 
 

1. A black mole on centre of the neck. 
2. A black mole on the back side of the body. 
 
   Dress: Tea shirts and pant. 
   Wears Spectacles or not: NIL. 
    Education qualification: Nil . 
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B. Whether married/unmarried  :  Un married 
     Details of family members          Father Name : Aseemudin 
         Brother Name :Akaram – Tailor 
                                                                                          Mukaram - studying 
                                                                                          Muhjan.- studying. 
                                                         Sister Name : Sabnam and Sumi  
 

8. Any particulars habit.   :  Smoking Mangalore Ganesh Beedi  
                                                                          Drinks NIL. 
 
9. A. Any particulars slang used  
                during conversation.            : He speaks plain Hindi  and Urudhu. 
     . 

B. Language spoken by the   
     Criminal receiver and his 
     Mother tongue.    :  His mother tongue is Hindi. 
 
 

10. A. Past history of the arrested     :       He has no educational qualification  
     person.      he basically a Tailor and came to                        

                                                      Tiruppur 02 years back.  He is working  at PGC  
                                                      Company Thotadipalayam.  
 

B. Details of his previous   : NIL. 
    convictions with police 
    station where case was Regn. 
  
C.Cases in which he was acquitted : NIL. 
     or no action was taken. 
 

11. A. Manner in which he entered:    
in to train    :  He used to reserve berths by purchasing   

Thakkal tickets two days before the journey at        
PRS/Centre, Tiruppur. 

 
 
 
12. A. Manner in which the crime was:  

committed.    : He used to mix powdered sedative tables in to           
  floured milk, packed in tin can and serving the  

                                                       same to co-passengers and committing theft of  
                                                       passenger belongings while the co-passengers  
                                                       wherein unconscious conditions. 
 

B. Why did he chose to commit   
     easily      : By easily mingling with passengers he can 

   Crime on the Railway system share    
   food/drinks items mixed with sedative   

                                                        tablets. 
 

C.Special implements used   : Sedative tablets. 
    committing thefts. 
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13. Name and details of associates  : 1.Mohamed Ahashan Alam @ Raju age 26  
     Anarkali (Village), Mohodaya Hut (PO) 

           Kochadaman (PS) Kishan gunj Dt. Bihar. 
            

  2..Mohamed Salaman aged 25 
S/O Mujeeb Rahman, 
Pippila Village, Alattahar (PO)  
Kochadaman (PS). Kishan gunj Dt. Bihar 
 

                                                      3.  Mohamed Tanvir Dakki, aged 32 Yrs. 
S/O Salor Ala, Palasbari (village), Piyagi 
(PO) Arota  (PS), Perunia Dt. Bihar. 

 
14. A. Area of operation.   : Between Coimbatore and Hyderabad 

 
B. Area/Address of frequent  
    visiting places (next of kin, 
    place of gambling drinks etc) : Tiruppur Bus stand and railway station. 

 
15. Transport used in carrying  : Train, Bus and Auto 
 
16. Person to whom stolen property:  
      was disposed off.     : One Jewelery shop near Jolarpettai 
 
17. Whether working for his self gain or  
      criminals under the command of other  
      gang lender or antisocial Elements: : Working for self gain. 
 
18. His own portion of the distribution of the  
      booty.         : Booty amount will be distributed equally 

             between the four persons.  He got Rs.5000 
       for first operation and Rs.7000 for second   
                                                       operation.   

19.  A .Whether any RPF/Railway . 
       Employee is conniving  aiding  : Nil 

 or abetting in such crime. 
 

B. Name of the staff who   :Sri. Promod Kumar , Sub-Inspector/RPF/ 
     Recognize him.                                Tiruppur. 

 
20.Place of recovery and the connection of  

the person with the place.   : PRS Centre/Tiruppur, he used to reserve  
  tickets from the above PRS centre. 
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QUESTIONS BY THE INTEROGATING OFFICER: 
 
Q.No.1: When you reach Tiruppur and where you are working, your family details? 
 
Ans:  I came to Tiruppur one year back and is working as tailor at PGC company Tiruppur .   
 
Q.No.2: How you came to know about this modus operandi of mixing sedative tablets  

 into food items/drinks? 
 

Ans:   I came to know about this modus operandi from Md.Ahsha Alam @ Raju, who is my   
friend. 
 

Q.No.3. When you committed first theft by using sedative tablets? 
 
Ans:  One month back Ahshan @ Raju who contacted myself, Md. Salman and Tanvir 

takky all resident of Kishan gunj area of Bihar and now working at Tiruppur.    As per 
the plan of Ahshan, myself and Tanvir on 15.08.2011 came to Tiruppur station and 
booked two Thakkal tickets for Sabari Express of 27.08.2011 from SC-ED ( for 
Salman and Tanwar takky) and SC-CBE ( for Ahshan and myself) Ahshan filled the 
application for reservation in his hand writing and put his signature.   On the same 
day itself we went to Hlyderabad by Sabari Express by travelling in general 
compartment.     On 27.08.2011 we boarded the Sabari Express in S-5 coach from 
Secundrabad  at that time two Malayalee boys and one lady were available the 
coupe and our berths were 5 &6.  We Acquitted with  Keralites and shared food with 
them after the departure of train from Nellur.  At about 22.00hrs. we went to pantry 
car and purchased 7 Nos. of Banana floured tin bottled  milk from pantry car and 
Ahshan mixed powdered sedative tablets in the three bottles and had given the milk 
two malayales and the Tamil girl.    But the girl refused to drink.  After some time 
Malayalies were unconscious and after two hours we noticed girl sleeping and 
Keralites unconscious condition.  We collected the luggages of the boys and girl and 
got down at Katpadi.  From Katpadi we returned to Tiruppur by another train and 
thrown away the bags while the train was moving.  We got about Rs.20,000/- and 
shared Rs.5000/- each. 

 
Q.No.4: When you committed second theft by using sedative tablets? 
 
Ans:   On 05.09.2011 I came to Tiruppur station and booked Thakkal ticket journey from SC- 

ED for Sabari Express of 07.09.2011.  Ahshan had filled the reservation application 
form in his hand writing and put his signature.  Myself  Ahshan and Salman went to 
Hyderabad  by Sabari Express of 05.09.2001 travelling in general compartment and 
reached SC on 06.09.2011 and halt at a hotel.  On 07.09.2011 we boarded Sabaari 
express from Secundrabad in S-8 coach and we were having berth No.33, 34 & 36.  
One person Suresh kumar who was travelling in berth No.40 we got acquitted to him 
and the other persons travelling were Sabaraimala pilgrims.  After the departure of 
train from Nelloore at about 22.30hrs. we purchased four milk in bottles from pantry 
and Ahshan mixed tablets powder in to one bottle while coming to compartment.  
That bottle has given to Sureshkumar.  After two hours Ahsha checked Suresh 
kumar and found him unconscious.  We committed to theft of luggages ie. two bags 
of Sureshkumar  and his three gold rings.  We got down at Jolarpettai and sold two 
gold rings for Rs.23000/- we shared  Rs.7000/- each. 
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Q.No.5: Today on what purpose you came to Tiruppur station? 
 
Ans:  Yesterday  myself  Salman, Ahshan and Tanvir met and decided to commit theft by  

using the above modus operandi while coming from Hyderabad.  Accordingly myself 
along with Ahshan, Salman went to Tiruppur station at about 20.00hrs. on 15.09.2 
011.   Ahshan filled the four reservation application form and entrusted to me  and 
Salman to purchase ticket.  On 16.09.2011 we had already purchased Thakkal ticket 
from Hyderabad for T.No.17230 Sabari Express of 18.09.2011 and while we were 
standing in a queue for purchasing other tickets you apprehended us. 
 

Q.No.6: Why you joined Ahshan  and others to commit such offence? 
 
Ans:  My salary is very meager and I want to earn more money. 
 
Q.No.7; Before 27.08.2011 whether you have committed any offences are involved in  

  any other cases? 
 
Ans:    No that was the first time I was committing such type of offence and  I have no other  

cases against me. 
 
Q.No.8: Any other useful information receiver from the accused.? 
 
Ans: NIL. 

 
 
 
           
      INSPECTOR/RPF/ERODE. 
      INTEROGATING OFFICER. 
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INTERROGATION REPORT PERTAINING TO A-2 MOHAMED THANVIR DAKKI 
(GRP/Podanur Cr.No.929/2011) 

 
 

1.  RPF/post     : Erode  
 
2. Division     : Salem  
 
3.   Name of arrested person   :        

a. With alias, if any  : Mohamed Thanvir Dakki – 32 years 
b. Father’s name   : Sakir Alam.  
c. Address. 

1. Present   : Golden Nagar , Palagar , Surya colony near   
                                            Masjeed, Kongu main road, Tirrupur 

               2, Permanent   :  Balaspari village, Biyaji (PO) Rota (PS) Purnia 
                    Bihar.                
 4.  Date, time and place of arrest            : 16.09.2011 at about 11.30hrs. in front of  

    Passenger Reservation centre, Tiruppur  
    Railway station 

 

5. Case particulars in which arrested : GRP/PTJ Crime No.929/2011 U/s 379 IPC. 

6.  Name and Rank of interrogating : Sri. Anil.J. Inspector/RPF/Erode. 
             officer.  
 
7. A. Description Roll of the person  : Age   : 32, 

     Under interrogation    Height : 165 Cm. 
       Weight :  65 Kgs. 
       Complexion: Whitest white  
                                                         Face  : Needle face 
       Hair  : Black . 
       Beard  : unsaved small beard 
                                                         Moustache : Nil. 
       Nose  : slightly big. 
        Built  : medium  
        
 

 Marks of identification. 
 
1. A wound scar on right eye brow. 
2. A black mole on the stomach. 
   
 Dress : full sleeve shirt and pant. 
 Wears Spectacles or not: NIL. 
 Education qualification: 6th Std. 
 

B. Whether married/unmarried  :  Married 
     Details of family members         Father Name  :Sakir Alam 
        Wife Name  : Nikshat. 
        Brother Name :Douki – Tailor 
                                                        Sister Name  : Taranya Begam  
                                                                                           Ruhana Begam 
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8. Any particulars habit.   :  Smoking   
                                                                          Drinks :NIL. 
9. A. Any particulars slang used  : He speaks plain Hindi  and Urudhu. 
                 during conversation.                     
 

B. Language spoken by the   :  His mother tongue is Hindi. 
criminal receiver and his 
Mother tongue. 
 

10. A. Past history of the arrested      : He studied upto 6th standard  
     person.        He is  basically a Tailor and came to                        

                                                        Tiruppur 1-1/4  years back.   
   He is working at PGC Company,      
   Thotadipalayam.  

 
B. Details of his previous   : NIL. 
     convictions with police 
     station where case was Regn. 
 
C. Cases in which he was  : NIL. 
    acquitted or no action was  
    taken. 
 

11. Manner in which he entered into train : He used to reserve berths by purchasing  
Thakkal tickets two days before the journey at   
PRS/Centre, Tiruppur. 
 

12. A. Manner in which the crime was  
                committed.    : He used to mix powdered sedative tables in to      
           floured milk, packed in tin can and serving the  

                                                       same to co-passengers and committing theft of  
                                                      passenger belongings while the co-passengers  
                                                       wherein unconscious conditions. 
 

B. Why did he chose to commit easily: By easily mingling with passengers he can  
 Crime on the Railway system share      
 food/drinks items mixed with sedative   

                                                         tablets. 
C. Special implements used    

committing thefts   : Sedative tablets. 
 
13. Name and details of associates  : 1. Mohamed Ahashan Alam @ Raju age 26  

      Anarkali (Village), Mohodaya Hut (PO) 
            Kochadaman (PS) Kishan gunj Dt. Bihar. 
           .. 3 

  2. Mohamed Salaman aged 25 
S/O Mujeeb Rahman, 
 Pippila Village, Alattahar (PO)  
Kochadaman (PS). Kishan gunj Dt. Bihar 

                                                       3.  Mohammed Aslam, aged 24 Yrs. 
S/O Aseemudin, Tigiria  (village), Kanheeya 
barihar (PS), Kochadaman (PS). Kishan 
gunj Dt. Bihar 
 

14. A. Area of operation.   : Between Coimbatore and Hyderabad 
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B. Area/Address of frequent   
    visiting places (next of kin, 
    place of gambling drinks etc)  : Tiruppur Bus stand and railway station. 

 
15. Transport used in carrying  : Train, Bus and Auto 
 
16. Person to whom stolen property 
      was disposed off.     : One Jewelery shop near Jolarpettai 
 
17. Whether working for his self gain 
     or criminals under the command 
     of other gang lender or antisocial 
     Elements.      : Working for self gain. 
 
18. His own portion of the distribution  

of the booty.             : Booty amount will be distributed equally  
                          between the four persons.  He got     

                                                                         Rs.5000/- for first operation.                                                      
.    

19.  A Whether any RPF/Railway   
    Employee is conniving  aiding 

                or abetting in such crime.  : Nil 
 

B. Name of the staff who    
recognize him.                :Sri.Promod Kumar , Sub-Inspector/RPF/                

  Tiruppur. 
 

20. Place of recovery and the  connection      
connection of the person the place : PRS Centre/Tiruppur, he used to reserve         

              tickets with from the above PRS centre. 
 
            

QUESTIONS BY THE INTEROGATING OFFICER: 
 
Q.No.1: When you reach Tiruppur and where you are working, your family details? 
 
Ans:  I came to Tiruppur 1-1/4  year back and is working as tailor at PGC company 

Tiruppur .   
 
Q.No.2: How you came to know about this modus operandi of mixing sedative tablets  

  into food items/drinks? 
 
Ans:   I came to know about this modus operandi from Md.Ahsha Alam @ Raju, who is my   

friend. 
 
Q.No.3. When you committed first theft by using sedative tablets? 
 
Ans:   One month back Ahshan @ Raju who contacted myself, Md. Salman and Mohammed  

Aslam all the resident of Kishan gunj area of Bihar and now working at Tiruppur.    As 
per the plan of Ahshan, Aslam and Tanvir on 15.08.2011 came to Tiruppur station 
and booked two Thakkal tickets for Sabari Express of 27.08.2011 from SC-ED ( for 
Salman and myself) and SC-CBE ( for Ahshan and Aslam) Ahshan filled the 
application for reservation in his hand writing and put his signature.   On the same 
day itself we went to Hlyderabad by Sabari Express by travelling in general 
compartment.     On 27.08.2011 we boarded the Sabari Express in S-5 coach from 
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Secundrabad  at that time two Malayalee boys and one lady were available the 
coupe and our berths were 5 &6.  We Acquitted with  Keralites and shared food with 
them after the departure of train from Nellur.  At about 22.00hrs. we went to pantry 
car and purchased 7 Nos. of Banana floured tin bottled  milk from pantry car and 
Ahshan mixed powdered sedative tablets in the three bottles and had given the milk 
two malayales and the Tamil girl.    But the girl refused to drink.  After some time 
Malayalies were unconscious and after two hours we noticed girl sleeping and 
Keralites unconscious condition.  We collected the luggages of the boys and girl and 
got down at Katpadi.  From Katpadi we returned to Tiruppur by another train and 
thrown away the bags while the train was moving.  We got about Rs.20,000/- and 
shared Rs.5000/- each. 

 
Q.No.4: When you committed second theft by using sedative tablets? 
 
Ans:   On 05.09.2001 I refused Salman, Ahshan and Aslam for journey to Hyderabad since I  

was having guilty conscious for the first operation and I decided not to accompany 
them.   Hence I could not able to say what happened on 07/08-09-2011 between 
Hyderabad and Jolarpettai.  

 
Q.No.5: Today on what purpose you came to Tiruppur station? 
 
Ans:   Yesterday  myself  Salman, Ahshan and Aslam met and decided to commit theft by  

using the above modus operandi while coming from Hyderabad.  Accordingly myself 
along with Ahshan, Salman and Aslam went to Tiruppur station at about 20.00hrs. on 
15.09.2011.   Ahshan filled the four reservation application form and entrusted to 
Aslam  and Salman to purchase ticket.  On 16.09.2011 we had already purchased 
Thakkal ticket from Hyderabad for T.No.17230 Sabari Express of 18.09.2011 and 
while we were standing in a queue for purchasing other tickets you apprehended us. 

            
Q.No.6: Why you joined Ahshan  and others to commit such offence? 
 
Ans:  My salary is very meager and I want to earn more money. 
 
Q.No.7; Before 27.08.2011 whether you have committed any offences are involved in  

 any other cases? 
 
Ans:   No that was the first time I was committing such type of offence and  I have no other  

cases against me. 
 
Q.No.8: Any other useful information received from the accused.? 
 
Ans: NIL. 

 
 

       
 INSPECTOR/RPF/ERODE. 

                            TEROGATING OFFICER. 
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